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Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 E8 

This work is awarded E8 because it thoroughly explains all aspects of the 
answer and communicates these ideas clearly. The law of supply is explained 
fully, noting that producers are motivated by the opportunity to earn more 
profit, and explains how profit is calculated. However, revenue cannot be 
calculated in this scenario, because that would be assuming how many 
cherries are actually sold. The nature of related goods is explained fully, with a 
correct definition, and an example of similar resource (cherries and 
raspberries could be grown on the same land.) The discussion about how a 
change in the price of cherries affects supply of a related good is 
comprehensive, describing how the producer will divert resources from 
raspberry production to cherry production, because cherries are relatively 
more profitable. The written answer also refers to the graph, by quoting figures 
and notations (P, P1, Q, and Q1) from it. 

2 M6 

This answer demonstrates the candidate’s ability to explain links between 
economic concepts and producer choices, which gains it a Merit level grade. 
The candidate explains fully how Cade’s supply of cherries would decrease 
due to the impacts of frost and frost prevention. The answer identifies that, 
because they have been ruined by the frost, some cherries won’t be fit to be 
sold. Also, it is stated that Cade will have to spend money on frost prevention, 
adding to his costs of production, and thus reducing profit. The flow on effect 
suggesting that Cade could now use the land for animals was not accepted 
because animals are not a related good for Cade. The second idea for a flow-
on effect is not a flow-on effect – a flow-on effect is an action or decision by 
Cade, related to his business of cherry production.  

3 E7 

Although productivity is not explicitly defined, the body of the answer shows a 
clear understanding, because its meaning is implied. The explanation is 
effectively communicated, with effective use of linking phrases such as “by 
doing so.” The answer is lifted to E level by its discussion of profitability within 
the answer, and explaining that the costs of production are lowered through 
the use of technology and enhanced productivity. One valid flow-on effect is 
credited, which is fully explained. 
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